Gary Platt Manufacturing Brings Casino, Office, Hospitality
Seating Solutions to G2E 2018
RENO, Nev. (September 25, 2018) – Gary Platt Manufacturing is world-famous for its line of casino seating
that offers operators unsurpassed comfort for their players. Now the company is bringing new seating
solutions to booth #2618 at G2E 2018 with complete lines for casino, office, and hospitality, giving
operators a well-rounded portfolio of seating options for their guests across the property.
First, in its casino area, Gary Platt will show a new line of sports book seating which features chairs from
across the company’s portfolio that are field-proven to be player-favorites. Styles in the sportsbook line
include the patented Monaco®, Lido, Gazelle, Barona, Sierra, San Remo, Riva, Bleu, Vue, Capri, and Ohio.
Each chair is customizable to fit each individual casino’s design, with a wide range of upholstery, finishings,
and base styles to choose from.
Also in the casino area, Gary Platt will show its new quick-change seat. The new quick-change seat is the
fastest and easiest in the industry and allows operators to easily switch out seats with just two bolts,
getting players back in the game faster than ever before. The new quick-change seats will be available for
Gary Platt’s X2 and NX2 models.
Whether in the back office or in guest sleeping rooms, the new Eclipse line of office chairs from Gary Platt
raise the bar in comfortable office seating. Available with mesh back or upholstered back, the Eclipse
chairs are ergonomically designed, offer high or low backs, and are built with the same proprietary blend
of seat foam that every chair Gary Platt offers.
An ongoing challenge for casino resorts has been uncomfortable seating in convention areas and
auditorium. Gary Platt’s new KOPA premium stack seating brings the same comfort of Gary Platt’s casino
seating to the hospitality area, finally eliminating guest complaints about uncomfortable chairs.
Gary Platt will also show their new line of sportsbook seating including an all new high luxury club chair,
a new spin on the classic Lido and many other new and exciting options that will be sure to wow casino
goers everywhere with comfort and style.
Table games take a more comfortable spin with Gary Platt’s new line of comfort-rail tables that takes Gary
Platt’s world-famous seating foam and injects it into table game rails. The new comfort rails are available
on the most popular casino table games including baccarat, blackjack, poker, and roulette. A wide variety
of leg options allows for customization.
Discover Gary Platt’s perfect blend of form, fit, and function for casino, office, and hospitality in booth
#2618 or online at garyplatt.com. Join the company on Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter.
About Gary Platt Manufacturing
For more than 20 years, Gary Platt Manufacturing has been the world’s leading provider of performance
casino seating. The design team has more than 50 years of experience in providing products with
unsurpassed comfort and excellence. Gary Platt produces premium seating for casinos on five continents
and creates chairs for slots, table games, poker, bar-top, and bingo. For more information, visit Gary Platt
at www.garyplatt.com.
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